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Introduction

Hibernation

Cold and Mild Winters

Where Do They Go?Where Do They Go?Where Do They Go?Where Do They Go?
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Wherever we live, 
wildlife is all around 
us. It might look as 
though there’s 
nothing much to see 
in winter but it’s not 
a completely dead 
time of year.

Spring
Summer Autumn Winter
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In the soil and leaf 
litter, many creatures 
are active on all but 
the coldest days.
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Some animals, such as bats, hedgehogs and 
dormice, hibernatehibernatehibernatehibernate in a safe place such as a nest, 
burrow or cave; they are still around but they are 
hard to find.

Hibernate : to spend 
the winter sleeping
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Bats, hedgehogs and dormice are the Bats, hedgehogs and dormice are the Bats, hedgehogs and dormice are the Bats, hedgehogs and dormice are the 
only true hibernating mammals in only true hibernating mammals in only true hibernating mammals in only true hibernating mammals in 
Britain.Britain.Britain.Britain.

Mammal : animals that feed their young on milk from 
their own bodies. Most female mammals give birth to 
live young.
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Bats 
hibernating 

in a cave

During hibernation the animalDuring hibernation the animalDuring hibernation the animalDuring hibernation the animal’’’’s heartbeat slows down s heartbeat slows down s heartbeat slows down s heartbeat slows down 
so that the heart only beats now and again, and the so that the heart only beats now and again, and the so that the heart only beats now and again, and the so that the heart only beats now and again, and the 

lungs breathe very slowly. lungs breathe very slowly. lungs breathe very slowly. lungs breathe very slowly. 
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Animals get their energy from food, but food is Animals get their energy from food, but food is Animals get their energy from food, but food is Animals get their energy from food, but food is 
scarce in winter. To survive, the animal uses scarce in winter. To survive, the animal uses scarce in winter. To survive, the animal uses scarce in winter. To survive, the animal uses 
energy from the fat that it has built up during the energy from the fat that it has built up during the energy from the fat that it has built up during the energy from the fat that it has built up during the 
autumn when there was plenty of food around.autumn when there was plenty of food around.autumn when there was plenty of food around.autumn when there was plenty of food around.

The temperature of the The temperature of the The temperature of the The temperature of the 
animalanimalanimalanimal’’’’s body falls to s body falls to s body falls to s body falls to 
only a few degrees only a few degrees only a few degrees only a few degrees 
above the outside above the outside above the outside above the outside 
temperature.temperature.temperature.temperature. In order In order In order In order 
to stay warm through to stay warm through to stay warm through to stay warm through 
the cold winter months, the cold winter months, the cold winter months, the cold winter months, 
extra energy is needed. extra energy is needed. extra energy is needed. extra energy is needed. 
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Most British Most British Most British Most British 
mammals donmammals donmammals donmammals don’’’’t t t t 
hibernate, although hibernate, although hibernate, although hibernate, although 
in very severe in very severe in very severe in very severe 
weather they will weather they will weather they will weather they will 
stay cosy in their stay cosy in their stay cosy in their stay cosy in their 
nests. For those nests. For those nests. For those nests. For those 
animals that do animals that do animals that do animals that do 
hibernate, winter hibernate, winter hibernate, winter hibernate, winter 
can be tough.can be tough.can be tough.can be tough.
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Scientists believe that very cold Scientists believe that very cold Scientists believe that very cold Scientists believe that very cold 
winters are good but milder winters are good but milder winters are good but milder winters are good but milder 
winters are bad for most winters are bad for most winters are bad for most winters are bad for most 
hibernating animals.hibernating animals.hibernating animals.hibernating animals.

In milder winters, some animals come out of In milder winters, some animals come out of In milder winters, some animals come out of In milder winters, some animals come out of 
hibernation too early and find that therehibernation too early and find that therehibernation too early and find that therehibernation too early and find that there’’’’s nothing s nothing s nothing s nothing 
to feed on and, even if they stay asleep, their body to feed on and, even if they stay asleep, their body to feed on and, even if they stay asleep, their body to feed on and, even if they stay asleep, their body 
temperature is raised too high so they use more temperature is raised too high so they use more temperature is raised too high so they use more temperature is raised too high so they use more 
energy and donenergy and donenergy and donenergy and don’’’’t survive the winter.t survive the winter.t survive the winter.t survive the winter.
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